You’ve prepared yourself –Can you
help us help those who can’t help
themselves?
Noah’s Wish is a 501 c 3 that relies on the generosity of the public to assure that this vital service
is available and ready to respond when disaster
strikes.

Noah’s Wish
Saving Animals in Disasters

People Like You

An increasing number of animals will be
saved as Noah’s Wish expands it education,
networking and disaster response services
across the United States and Canada. This
will be accomplished by:

Matching Funds
Estates & Bequests
Corporate & Employee Giving

P.O. Box 4288
El Dorado Hills, California
Phone: 916-939-9474
Fax: 916-939-9479
E-mail: info@NoahsWish.info

www.NoahsWish.info

Leaders in managing animals during disasters. Partnering with Noah’s Wish will
ensure animals are provided the highest
standard of care possible. We are experts
at sheltering animals during emergency
situations

Our Vision

Charitable Foundation Grants

NOAH’S WISH

Our Mission
The singular mission of Noah’s Wish is to
save animals during disasters with our rescue and recovery serves and to mitigate the
impact of disasters on animals through our
educations outreach programs.

Funding for Noah’s Wish comes from

For more information, contact us.

Why Partner with Noah’s Wish?

NOAH’S WISH
ANIMAL DISASTER
SERVICE:
An Emergency
Management
Resource

Developing collaborative working relationships with emergency response
agencies and animal welfare organizations
Educating and preparing individuals,
communities and organizations to mitigate the impact of disasters on animals
Recruiting, training and maintaining a
committed team of volunteers and staff

Available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
There is no maximum time Noah’s Wish
will remain mobilized. We base every response on the needs of the community
and the animals

Noah’s Wish utilizes the Incident Command System, allowing us to work efficiently and effectively within established
protocols. On September 30th, 2008 the
Noah’s Wish board of directors unanimously adopted ICS as its system of preparing for and responding to disaster incidents. Our volunteers and staff are all
trained in the fundamentals of ICS

Continuing to provide the highest standard of disaster response services possible
Covington, Louisiana 2008 Hurricane Gustav

IN AN EMERGENCY:
1-916-939-9468

Oklahoma Tornado 2004

Memorandum of Understanding—Working Together
The Services
What problems can Noah’s Wish help
you address?

The People
Over 1,400 strong and growing!

Animal Evacuation and Transportation
Rescue and Recovery of abandoned,
strayed, or stranded animals
Emergency Sheltering
Coordination of Veterinary Care
Spontaneous Volunteer Management

Highly skilled and trained Coordinators located in eight regions throughout the United
States and Canada form the backbone of the
response team

Partnering with Noah’s Will help ensure that
animals are being given the highest standard
of care possible during disasters

Strategically located “First Response
Trailers” in the United States and Canada. These trailers contain supplies and
equipment to establish and emergency
animal shelter and maintain it for 3 days.

Noah’s Wish has responded to well over
30 individual disasters since its inception
in 2002. These included both national and
selected international mobilizations.
Noah’s Wish has experience in the following types of disasters:
Floods
Hurricanes
Tornadoes
Tsunamis

Slidell, Louisiana 2005

Arrangement of foster homes for long
term recovery

Arrangement of adoption for the unclaimed or surrendered animal

The Experience

Missouri 2009

Coordination of animal food and supplies with community distribution

Coordination of dead animal removal

The Assets

Trained and experienced volunteer base of 1,400 throughout the
United States and Canada ready to respond

Pre-staged equipment and supplies in
the heart of hurricane country. These
supplies are already in place and can be
utilized immediately

Our trained volunteers collectively have
experience more than 100 disasters

Insurance
Warehouse located in the Illinois available to either deploy or restock shelters

British Columbia 2009
Slidell, Louisiana 2005

Two day In-Field
training program
for volunteers
that simulates a disaster environment and
prepares volunteers for the emotional and
physical challenges of working to save
animals in areas of destruction and chaos

Wildland Fires

British
lumbia

Co2009

Noah’s Wish carries a full array of insurance options including; full liability, volunteer and worker’s compensation

